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INTRODUCTION

The countrywide radiation monitoring activity in Hungary is shared among the national networks as
agriculture, environmental protection and public health ones. They are mostly involved in the
environmental sampling and laboratory type determinations of the radioactive pollution, meanwhile the
organisations mainly from the Army and Civil Defence are responsible to the early warning system [1]. A
moderately effective collaboration is established only around the Nuclear Power Plant Paks. Based on more
than 10 years experience in collaboration around the NPP the Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission
initiated some centralism in the countrywide monitoring activity as well. As the first step the National
Research Institute for Radiobiology and Radiohygiene has been charged to establish an Information Center
for laboratory-type data collection, processing, analysis and informing regurarly the proper organizations
on the results. The Information Centre is equipped with a computer type of SUN SPARCserver-20 and the
laboratories are planned to be linked on line by PC stations [2]. The main user programs for data
collection, control and restricted processing are written in INGRES data manager software. The semi-
processed results can be transformed in a readable form for general statistical etc. packages.

FUNCTIONS OF THE USER SOFTWARE LAARFE (acronym from the Hungarian meaning of
laboratory type data collection and processing)

Fig. I: The main menu of the program for data input, processing and database service.
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The main menu of the software written in INGRES is given in Fig. 1. There are five different keys for data
input depending on the type of environmental data. Namely the Environmental sample (excluded river
related one), the River sample, the Dose determination, the Release from nuclear installation and the Whole-
body determinations need different data sheets fór input and they all have different file structures. The
same variation is used for selection data records. Even the selected data might be transformed to a form for
input to other software packages. We had introduced some procedures, mainly for verifying the reliability
of data, as main statistics (mean value, standard deviations, ranges etc.), time-series drafting, scatter plot
(included linear regression) and a map presentation only for the county detailes in Hungary. „Env.Options"
means the service of the thesaurus, redefine values, parameters like for detecting of the outliers more
sensitive.
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Fig. 2: The screen for data input in case of environmental sample.

The Fig. 2. shows the sheet for data input in case of environmental samples. The data are devided into two
main parts namely into a sampling one and a nuclear (or radiological) one. The two parts belong to two
different structured files because to one sample could be attached more than one nuclear determinations
(gross beta, Sr-90, spectrometric etc). The linking between the proper records is solved by automatic
copying of the first data row in the sheet - as a sampling identification information - to the nuclear part too.
The first data (No.) is mainly a serial number of the sample with maximum 5 characters. The abbreviation
„M.syst" marks the different monitoring networks (agricultural, public health, local nuclear institute etc.).
The code of sample means aerosol, gas, soil, hay, apple, bread, pork, milk etc. in 11 main groups. The type
gives information on whether the sample is an individual one or a mixed one from more places and more
dates. The sampling place is given by the geographycal coordinates and the name of settlement could be
added. The „place character" means some specialities eg. in case of food samples whether they are
producted ones or bought from shops.
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The nuclear determination can be provided by another lab as was the sampling one. Therefore the code of
lab etc. are to be given in the nuclear part of the sheet. The time delay means the duration from the ending
of sampling. Preparatin refers to drying, extraction etc.

Similar sheets are in function for river samples (only by different coding of the sampling place), for the
radioactive releases, for dose measurements and for whole body counting. In the last cases the numbers of
data to be typed in are less than for the given example.

By clicking to the quatation mark followed by the data space a thesaurus can be listed to choose the proper
item. The ikons are used mostly for processing the screen.

DATA PROCESSING AND OUTPUT
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Fig. 3: An example of the output.

The main function is the selection of the data according to the grouping defined by the user. Selections can
be provided both for the sampling and radiological types of data. The output results refer to the files
produced from the selection procedure.

Fig. 3. presents an example (with not realistic data and not translated from Hungarian) on the geographycal
distribution of the radioactive pollution. The simple software can draw the selected data only in a less
detailed map, as averaged values to the the different Hungarian counties. The basic statistic outputs the
results in a table form, the time series and regression provide plots.
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